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1. Introduction 

With the rapid progress of high integrity in integrity circuit(IC) field, the finer resolution of 
optical lithography became more and more urgent which spurs the scientists to put a 
premium eye on resolution, throughput and reliability. According to Abbe’s theory, the 
spatial resolution can be improved by using either shorter wavelengths or higher numerical 
apertures. Although the semiconductor industry has made significant progress in increasing 
the lithography resolution in the past decades, further improvement of the resolution by 
accessing shorter wavelengths is facing critical challenges due to the availability of optical 
materials with suitable refractive index. The expansion of nanoscale science and engineering 
will require flexible, high spatial resolution, and low-cost nanolithographic techniques and 
systems other than those employed in the semiconductor industry, for reasons of both cost 
and limited flexibility. So far, optical projective lithography technique is of dominance in 
optical lithography, resolution can be extended to 32 nm or even less by using ArF light 
resource combined with immersion technique; however, resolution below 32 nm  meets 
great difficulty till optical lithography being washed out. According to the International 
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors(ITRS2009 Edition), next generation lithography 
techniques for feature size 32 nm  and below are 193 nm  immersion double patterning, 
193 nm  immersion with other fluids and lens materials, Maskless Lithography(ML2)and 
imprint etc., but the techniques of breaking the limitation of 32 nm  resolution is far from 
mass production; they met the difficulties of complicated fabrication procedure, low 
efficiency and production. A number of near-field nanolithography techniques have been 
explored recently by some research groups. 

In the early 20th century, scientists had observed the phenomena of Surface Plasmons 
PolaritonsうSPPsえ in reflective spectrum of metallic grating. In 1902, American scientist 

R. W. Wood found the totally different diffraction property of light when light was 
introduced to metallic grating and dielectric grating. Due to the lack of reasonable 
explanation for such strange phenomena, his report hadn’t drawn much attention from 
other scientists. Till 1957, American scientist R. H. Ritchie reported that the free electrons 
of metal surface can be resonantly excited by light, which caused the SPPs propagated 
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along the metallic surface. Since then, SPPs have drawn more concentrations from 
scientists to investigate its novel application.  

With the development of microfabrication and nanotechnology, more and more attentions 
from scientists were paid to SPPs. T. W. Ebbesen reported the optical extraordinary 
transmision through subwavelength holes arrays. Leaec and his team found more details of 
diffraction property when light passed through subwavelength hole arrays, which will 
caused intensive transmission and small diffraction angle. British professor Barnes proved 
the reasonable existence of extraordinary transmission caused by SPPs. American scientist 
and his team made further experiments to prove the feasibility of super-resolution realized 
by SPPs metallic structure. So far, SPPs had shown its significant potential in several fields, 
such as optical super-resolution, bio-sensor, nano-photon devices etc.. 

J. Pendry predicted that a slab of negative refractive index material has the power to focus 
all Fourier components of a two-dimension image. According to Ebbesen’s paper, SPPs are 
waves that propagate along the surface of a conductor, usually a metal. These are essentially 
light waves that are trapped on the surface because of their interaction with the free 
electrons of the conductor. The intensity of SPPs propagating along a smooth surface 
decreased due to the intrinsic absorption of metal. In order to investigate the influence of 
gain-assisted metamaterial in subwavelength optical lithography, we proposed a 
subwavelength optical lithography method based on SPPs. We computed and analyzed the 
distribution of optical field by the method of Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The results 
show that the images of object can be reconstructed by the structure. 

In recent years, a flurry of activity in the fundamental research and development of surface 
plasmon based structures and devices were reported. The research on Nanolithography 
Based on Nobel Metals in this chapter is a step in the direction of providing affordable, 
highly flexible nanolithography. In this chapter, we present the case of nanolithography 
employed noble metal as objective lens to focus illumination light. The high-resolution 
surface plasmonic nanolithography has been investigated by using optical proximity 
exposure in the evanescent near field in nano-filmed noble metals. Sub-diffraction-limited 
feature size can be resolved by using I-line illumination exposure. And the simulations and 
experiments showed that sub-diffraction-limited feature size can be resolved by our given 
method, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of nanolithography by using noble metals. Multiple layers composing of 
noble metals and matched spacing imaged the mask on the photoresist layer. Patterns of 
arbitrary geometry on mask are reconstructed by the hetero-structure. 
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2. Surface plasmons plaritons 

Fig. 2 shows the charges and the electromagnetic field of SPPs propagating along smooth 
surface. Assuming SPPs propagate along the x-axis with its propagating constant of k, the 
electromagnetic waves can be described by: 

 
0

exp[ ( )]
x z

E E i k x k z i t    , (1) 

Where, + for 0z  , - for 0z  , and with imaginary 
z

k , which causes the exponential decay 

of the field z
E . The wave vector x

k  is parallel to the x  direction, and 

 2
x p

k   , (2) 

where, 
p
  is the wavelength of the plasma oscillation. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the charges and the electromagnetic field of SPPs propagating in the x-
direction. 

From Maxwell’s equations and continuity at the boundary of metal and dielectric, the 
following dispersion relation of SPPs are derived: 
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where 
0 0

2k    is the wave vector of incident light in free space, 
zm

k  and 
zd

k are the z 

component of wave vector for metal and dielectric respectively, and 0
 is the wavelength of 

incident light. For any metal material, due to the metal’s dispersion relation, there exists 

imaginary part of its permittivity which determines the skin depth of SPPs. However, the 

imaginary part of the dielectric can be ignored compared to the metal’s imaginary part at the 

same incident light wavelength. So, we should shift our concentration to the imaginary part 

of material’s permittivity. 

As for the penetration of SPPs into either media, we can value it by its skin depth which was 
define by its field falls to 1/e, that is 

 1
z

z k , (4) 

or in the metal medium: 
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and in the dielectric medium: 
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where 
mR
  is the real part of 

m
 . 

3. Nanolithography in the evanescent near field by using nano-filmed noble 
metal layer(s) 

The sharpness of object can’t be resolved by conventional lens due to the limitation by the 

wavelength of illumination light. J. B. Pendry had predicted that a slab of negative 

refractive index material has the power to focus all Fourier components of a 2D image. 

The super resolution of the negative index materials using silver layer, which was called 

‘superlens’, can reconstruct the image of a pattern with line width of 40 nm  (Fang, et al., 

2005). They made mask, silver slab and photoresist integrity in Fang’s experiment, which 

likes the traditional contact exposure of lithography. It is not practical in real application 

by Fang’s method of nanolithography because each wafer needs its respective mask. The 

experiments of super resolution using silver slab was reported, and the line width with 

one fifth of illumination wavelength can be successfully resolved by the silver slab 

(Blaikie et al., 2006).  

In order to investigate the influence of distance between mask and noble metal slab on 

imaging, we designed a separated ‘superlens’ with silver slab 100 nm  away from mask. We 

analyzed the distribution of optical field by Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD). The 

results show that the images of object can be reconstructed by the structure. 

3.1 Nanolithography method 

The exposure method of near-field nanolithography that was proposed by this paper is 

illustrated in Fig. 1, and the parameters of the materials are shown in Table 1. A UV 

transparent substrate with refractive index of n = 1.6 (@365 nm ) is used for supporting the 

mask. The object layer with line width of 60 nm  and pitch of 120 nm , which is made of Cr 

with refractive index of n=2.924 (@365 nm ), acts as the function of mask in exposure. The air 

gap comes from the vacuum contact between mask and silver layer, which can be viewed as 

a kind of practical nanolithography technique. 

In Fig. 1, the spacing layer with refractive index of n=1.517 (@365 nm ) acts as the following 
two functions: 1) to match the surface plasmon polaritons resonating conditions; 2) to 
protect the surface of silver slab. 

In order to explore the potential valid imaging distance between mask and photoresist, a 

repeatation of spacing layer and silver slab layer was followed after the first silver slab. The 

sample was exposed in i-line light that shone from the substrate side. For the convenience of 
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description, we defined D1 as the distance between mask and silver slab, and D2 as the 

distance between silver slab and photoresist, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Table 1. Physical parameters of the materials. 

3.2 When silver slab separated 40 nm  from mask (i.e. D1=40 nm ) 

In order to save calculating time and PC resources, we computed the distribution of optical 

near-field intensity by the 2-D FDTD method. We chose cell size of 2 1X Z nm nm   , 

which is much smaller than both the exposure light wavelength and the mask’s feature size. 

The timestep, according to Courant condition, should be: 

 
1 3

2 2TimeStep N  (5) 

N  is the total cells of computing area. We chose 3500, by which the amplitude of electric 

field already became steady. The distance of 40 nm  comes from the spacing layer. At this 

situation, it is a kind of ideal condition, because mask and spacing layer had a hard 

contact. The surface plasmons polaritons of two interfaces between silver slab and its 

surroundings can magnify the evanescent waves that carried the detailed information of 

object. When D1=40 nm , we calculated the following four conditions: D2=0 nm , 20 nm , 

40 nm , 60 nm . Fig. 3 shows the distribution of electromagnetic (abbreviated to EM 

afterwards in the paper) field respectively.  

It was found that the image of mask can be clear resolved by the method. Fig. 3(a) shows 

better result, however, Fig. 3(b)-(d) showed worse results due to the exponential decay of 

the evanescent waves came from the exit side of the interface between silver slab and 

photoresist. The strong contrast of EM field may come from the edge effect of the evanescent 

waves. We chose the 10 nm  cross-section of photoresist layer to compare the imaging result 

of silver slab. When D1=40 nm  and D2 varied from 0 nm  to 60 nm , the distribution of 

optical field in the section was shown in Fig. 3. When D2 changed from 0 nm  to 60 nm , the 

amplitude reduced to about a half under the same condition, but the high contrast of lines 

still can be clearly observed in Fig. 4. The amplitudes of lines were relatively uniform when 

D2=20 nm  and 60 nm  compared with D2=0 nm . If the parameters of photoresist were under 

better control, the lines of images will be more uniform. However, compare with the 

condition of D2=0 nm , the depth of lines in photoresist will be shallower at the same 

exposure condition. 
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Fig. 3. The distribution of EM field in the model. Photoresist layer lies (a) between 
Z=0.31 m  and Z=0.41 m , (b) between Z=0.33 m  and Z=0.43 m , (c) between Z=0.35 m  

and Z=0.45 m , (d) between Z=0.7 m  and Z=0.47 m . 

 

Fig. 4. The distribution of optical field in the 10 nm cross-section of photoresist when 

D1=40 nm .  

3.3 When silver slab separated 60 nm  and 80 nm  from mask (i.e. D1=60 nm , 80 nm ) 

When D1=60 nm , 80 nm , we calculated four conditions respectively for each D1. We still 

chose the 10 nm  cross-section of photoresist layer to investigate the optical field. In order to 

show the clear comparison results, we give the final comparison of the amplitude instead of 
EM distribution figures for each condition of different D2. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 showed the 
result respectively when silver slab separated 60 nm  and 80 nm  from mask.  
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Fig. 5. The final comparison when D1=60 nm  while D2=0 nm , 20 nm , 40 nm  and 60 nm . 

 

 

Fig. 6. The final comparison when D1=80 nm  while D2=0 nm , 20 nm , 40 nm  and 60 nm . 

It was found that there came out extra fringes in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. This kind of phenomena 
may be caused by the strong interference effects among evanescent waves. The image of 
mask still can be resolved in photoresist layer by proper choice of materials and exposure 
conditions. These results showed a bad conformity between mask and recorded image in 
photoresist layer. On the other hand, it gave us a hint to realize better resolution of optical 
lithography by reasonably using the interference effect. 

3.4 When silver slab separated 100 nm  from mask (i.e. D1=100 nm ) 

The evanescent waves cannot propagate to a long distance due to its exponential 
attenuation. The intensity of evanescent waves decays with a characteristic length

0
Z : 

 
0 2 2

1
sin

t

n
Z

k n   (6) 
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where 
2 1

/n n n is the relative refractive index of two surrounding media; 
1

  is the incidence 

angle of light from optically denser media to optically thinner media; where
2

2 /
t

k n   ，   

is the wavelength of incident light. Theoretically, 
0

Z  can be 100 nm  by calculation. 

In order to explore the potential imaging property of silver slab, we increased D1 as much as 
possible. Considering the evanescent waves may diminish when D1=100 nm , so we 

calculated the condition of D2=0 nm  only, the distribution of electromagnetic filed was 

shown in Fig. 7. It was found that the image of mask still can be resolved clearly in 
photoresist layer with good uniformity of imaged lines. We investigated the distribution of 
optical field in the 10 nm  cross-section of photoresist layer. The distribution of optical filed 

in the transverse section of photoresist was shown in Fig. 8. The image of mask can be 
resolved with high contrast. With proper choice of exposure condition and materials, the 
information of mask can be transferred to photoresist layer, and the image of mask can be 
reconstructed by the silver slab layer. 

 

Fig. 7. The distribution of electromagnetic field in the model (Both X  and Z  is in unit 
of m . Photoresist layer lies between Z=0.37 m  and Z=0.47 m ). 

 

Fig. 8. The distribution of optical field in the 10 nm  cross-section of photoresist when silver 

slab separated 100 nm  from mask. 
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In brief, the image of mask can be transferred to the photoresist layer by the enhancement 
function of surface plasmons polaritons in silver slab. We calculated the 2D distribution of 
electromagnetic field in our model; the results showed that the image of mask with feature 
size of 60 nm  can be resolved in photoresist layer when silver slab separated 100 nm  from 

mask. By proper design and choice of material, nanolithography with better resolution can 
be realized by the very function of silver slab. 

3.5 Nanolithography experiments 

In order to further investigate the potential resolution of multiple layer of hetero-structure, 
we design a nanolithography composing of dual silver-dielectric configuration. Fig. 9 shows 
the distribution of electric filed in the evanescent field of nano-filmed noble metals under 
the illumination of i-line light. The parameters of the configuration are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Physical parameters of the materials. 

For the pattern with feature size of 30 nm , we can find that the pattern of mask can be 

resolved in the photoresist. In fact, the metal have its intrinsic property of absorption which 
cause the loss of the light travelled along the surface, while the surface plasmons polaritons 
have its local enhancement. So, we can reasonably apply the both property to transfer the 
information of the mask to a very long distance. Theoretically, that mean we can apply a lot 
of metal-dielectric to play the function of lens. 

 

Fig. 9. Electric field distribution of dual-layered hetero-structure for CD=30 nm . 
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3.6 Nanolithography by dual metal-dielectric hetero-structure 

We designed a nanolithography system to demonstrate the technique proposed by the 
paper, the parameters of our system and the process are shown in Table 2 which is slightly 
different from the condition of simulation. 

 

Table 3. Experiment parameters of our nanolithography system. 

The process of our nanolithography should follow a different method from the traditional 
one. The detailed process is shown in Fig. 9. We should pay special attention to the thickness 
of each layer during the process. For the precision control of the thickness, it took us a lot of 
time to finish the process. 

 

Fig. 10. The special process for the nanolithography. 

Fig. 9 is the SEM image of our experiment. It was found that the pattern with feature size of 
100 nm  has better quality than the pattern with feature size of 50 nm  has. As for the pattern 

with feature size of 50 nm , the worse quality may come from the mask fabrication 

procedure. Because the fabrication of mask with feature size of 50 nm  is also a great 

challenge to FIB or EBL. 
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Fig. 11. The experimental results of our nanolithography method. (a) for the feature size of 
100 nm  and (b) for the feature size of 50 nm . 

In brief, the experiment mentioned above demonstrates the feasibility of using noble metal 
as a special lens which can realize the subwavelength resolution. We believe in that Surface 
plasmons polaritons will be used as one of the promising tools in the nanometric device and 
special IC areas for the purpose of high resolution regardless of low yield. 

4. Nanolithography by using gain-assisted metamaterials 

Seen from equation(3), it seems that there is no other method to reduce the metallic losses to 
increase the SPPs propagation length in the metal-dielectric configuration. 

For the configuration described in Fig. 2, metal got its intrinsic property of absorption; we 
cannot do anything to metal. However, there seems to be an alternative method to compensate 
for the losses in the metal. It was reported that if the configuration of metal-dielectric(without 
gain) was replaced by the configuration of metal-dielectric(with gain), the losses in the metal 
will be decreased and cause longer propagation length. Based on the report, we proposed a 
subwavelength optical lithography method which can be simplified in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 12. Sketch of subwavelength optical lithography method. 

In Fig. 9, the incident light was introduced to the system with perpendicular direction to the 
surface; mask acts as an object which blanks the incident light; the photo resist imaged the 
image of the mask. Due to the diffraction limitation of light, mask with feature size below 
half wavelength of incident light cannot be resolved by the conventional exposure system. 
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In our subwavelength optical lithography system, we designed a mask with feature size 
of 60 nm  to demonstrate the resolution of our system. The mask is designed with period 

of 120 nm . 

According to the excitation condition of SPPs, once the materials got matched, SPPs will 
propagate along the interface between metal and dielectric, and we can record the image in 
photo resist to study the resolving capacity of our subwavelength optical exposure system. 

4.1 Computation and analysis 

In order to investigate the subwavelength optical lithography method, we pick up the finite 
element method(FEM) to study the distribution of optical field in photo resist. 

The ultraviolet light with wavelength of 365 nm  is perpendicular to the surface; the physical 
parameters of material are shown in Table 3. All the parameters are taken from [Edward D. 
Palik, Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids. London: Academic Press. 1985] which is 
highly accepted in optics field. 

 

Table 4. Physical parameters of the materials. 

We selected an area of 0.72 0.205w h m m    , as shown in Fig.3, to compute the 

distribution of optical field when the light with TM mode is introduced into the system. The 

computation area is surrounded by Perfect Matched Layer(PML) to simplify the simulation 

process. In order to merely investigate the propagation length of SPPs, we simplified mask 

with its imaginary part much larger than its real value, which makes mask absorbed most of 

the incident light to blank the passage. In order to get better results, we picked up higher 

order of element to carry the computation. In our model, SPPs will propagate along the 

interface between metal and its surrounding. The size of metal is 0.06 0.06w h m m    . 

 

Fig. 13. FEM computation area of model.Fig.3 
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We chose the electric field to analysis the interaction between photoresist and light which is 

widely applied in the simulation of optical lithography. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) show the 

distribution of electric filed in our system under ideal condition and real condition, 

respectively. Both of them show that the SPPs can reach to the exit side of the light passage. 

The intensity difference caused by the following conditions: in ideal condition, we set the 

permittivity of metal without no imaginary part, and we made both material perfect 

matched for the excitation condition of SPPs; in real condition, we set metal with imaginary 

part, and we made little bit difference between the metal’s 
mR
  and its surrounding’s 

dR
  

which will cause the excitation condition little mismatched. 

In order to investigate the propagation length, we extended the size of metal to 

0.06 0.18w h m m    while other conditions keep fixed as same. Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12 (b) 

show the distribution of electric filed in our system under ideal condition and real condition, 
respectively. Both of them show that the SPPs can reach to the exit side of the passage. For 
the ideal condition, the enhanced effect in between the passage might be caused by the 
coupling of SPPs on both surfaces of the passage. Because there is no imaginary part in 
metal’s permittivity, more electromagnetic power can be transferred to the exit surface. 
However, in the real condition, the uniform distribution was exhibited. 

 

Fig. 14. Distribution of electric filed. (a) for ideal model and (b) for real model. 

 

Fig. 15. Distribution of electric filed. (a) for ideal model and (b) for real model. 

We pick up the exit surface of the passage to compare the optical lithography result, as 
shown in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b). In the both figures, the black solid line and dashed dot 
line signed for ideal condition and real condition, respectively. Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) 
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showed the distribution of the electric field with metal size of 0.06 0.06w h m m     and  
0.06 0.18w h m m     respectively. We found that the uniformity of real condition is 

much better than that of ideal condition, which might be caused by the interference among 
the SPPs on the exit surface. 

 

Fig. 16. Distribution of normalized electric filed. (a) for 0.06 0.06w h m m     and (b) 
for 0.06 0.18w h m m    . 

We investigated the potential propagation length of SPPs on metal-dielectric-metal structure 
by FEM method. And we demonstrated the subwavelength optical lithography realized by 
gain-assisted metamaterial. The computation results showed that feature size of 60 nm  can 

be clear resolved by our proposed method. The better resolution can be done by using 
metamaterials with gain function. Metamaterial showed the special function which can 
compensate for the intrinsic loses caused by metal. 

5. Conclusion 

Two types of nanolithography in the evanescent field of noble metal are discussed in this 
chapter. Both of them focus on the evanescent near field in nano-filmed noble metals. Sub-
diffraction-limited feature size can be resolved by using i-line illumination exposure. Better 
resolution up to 50 nm  was successfully simulated and tested in this chapter. 

The first applies single or multiple layers of metal-and-dielectric to realize the 
nanolithography. Nanolithography has been investigated by using optical proximity 
exposure in the evanescent near field in nano-filmed noble metals. Compared with the 
model of original superlens, we separated the superlens 100 nm  away from the mask, under 

the illumination of i-line light, the initial simulation shows that the sub-diffraction-limited 
feature as small as 60 nm  line width can be clearly resolved without hard contact between 

mask and nano-filmed noble metal. By proper design of the materials and the parameters of 
nano-filmed layers, better resolution can be realized. The experiment showed that pattern 
with feature size of 50 nm  can be reconstructed in the photoresist by our nanolithography 

method. The experimental results showed the good consistency between the simulation and 
the experiments. As for the pattern with feature size of 50 nm , the worse uniformity of lines 
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may come from the following aspects: the uniformity of the light source, the worse quality 
of the mask, the bad precision for the thickness of different layer and the process itself. 
Anyway, we do believe that we can get better results once we optimize the whole process of 
the nanolithography. 

The second mainly focuses on the gain-assisted metamaterials applied in nanolithography. 
Surface Plasmon polaritons are electromagnetic waves that propagate along the surface of a 
conductor, usually a metal. It is shown that the gain-assisted metamaterial can compensate 
for the intrinsic absorption loss in metal. In this chapter, the propagation of surface plasmon 
polaritons on gain-assist metamaterial system is investigated. As an example, 
nanolithography has been considered by using optical proximity exposure in the evanescent 
near field of gain-assisted metamaterial layer. The evanescent waves carried the detailed 
information of the object which was defined by the high space frequency of the mask. With 
the enhancement of surface plasmon polaritons and gain-assisted metamaterials system, the 
evanescent waves can be propagated to a relatively far distance. Numerical computations by 
finite element analysis shows that better optimization of the gain-assisted metamaterials 
system can further improve the resolution. The computation result shows it will be an 
alternative nanolithography technique for the next generation lithography. 

In brief, a plasmonic structure for imaging and super focusing is a new approach besides the 

concept of negative refractive index. It is possible to realize imaging resolution beyond 

diffraction limit with a certain working distance within several wavelengths range. To 

realize this target, one of technical challenges is that how to transfer the high spatial 

frequency near-field signals from evanescent wave to propagation wave. The other 

challenge is that how to amplify the near-field evanescent wave from conventional  

180nm  to be 1 m  or even several wavelengths in free space. 
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